Research interests

My current research engages with two main topics. First, policing and citizenship, looking at the way different groups perceive police and policing and how these perceptions relate to wider questions of citizenship and belonging. Second, religion and politics, examining how previous arrangements and institutions regarding religious authority are changing, and whether societies across the world are becoming more secular or religious.
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Research outputs

Resolving or living with conflicts at work? The case of high-tech Jewish Ultra-Orthodox employees

Routledge handbook on contemporary Israel

For the benefit of all? State-led gentrification in a contested city

To Be Served and Protected: Israeli Arab Citizens and the Police.

Citizenship, minorities and the police: attitudes of Jewish Ethiopian Israelis toward police reforms

Populism, religion and family values policies in Israel, Italy and Turkey

Religion and Secularism in Israeli Politics

Collective action of ethno-national minority groups and the cost of inaction: Arab Palestinians in Israel

Policing alienated minorities in divided cities
Remember to be Jewish: Religious Populism in Israel

Policing citizens: minority policy in Israel

Home and away: volunteering among ultra-Orthodox men in Israel

Religion in Israeli politics

Introduction: securitization and shrinking of citizenship

Race, racism, and policing: Responses of Ethiopian Jews in Israel to stigmatization by the police

Value for money: Political consumerism in Israel

Religion in Israel

Unpacking secularization: Structural changes, individual choices and ethnic paths

Voluntary simplifiers as political consumers: Individuals practicing politics through reduced consumption

Are we there yet? Religion, secularization and liberal democracy in Israel
Religion, secularism and politics: a Mediterranean view

Varieties of Sovereignty and Citizenship

Are We There Yet? Religion, Secularization and Liberal Democracy in Israel

Religion, Secularization and Democracy in the Mediterranean Region: Problems and Prospects

Between state and synagogue: the secularization of contemporary Israel
Ben-Porat, G., 2013, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 258 p. (Cambridge Middle East studies)

special issue: Mediterranean Politics

Una McGahern, Palestinian Christians in Israel: State attitudes towards non-Muslims in Jewish state

It Takes Two for a Culture War

The challenge of diversity management: Police reform and the Arab minority in Israel

Minorities in democracy and policing policy: From alienation to cooperation

Days of (un) Rest: Political Consumerism and the Struggle over the Sabbath: Political consumerism and the struggle over the Sabbath
**Introduction: Contemporary dilemmas of Israeli citizenship**

**From the parliament to the market: political consumerism and the fight for Sabbath**

"All that is left": the demise of the Zionist Left parties, 1992-2009

**Inward Turns: Citizenship, Solidarity and Exclusion**

**The contradictions of Israeli citizenship: land, religion, and state**

**Globalisation, religion and secularisation - different states, same trajectories?**

**globalization, religion and secularization: different states, same trajectories?**

**special issue: Totalitarian Movements and Political Religions**

**Religion and Secularism in Israel: Between Politics and Sub-Politics**

**Live and let buy? Consumerism, secularization, and liberalism**

**Multicultural Realities**

**Business Communities and Peace: The Cost-Benefit Calculations of Political Involvement.**
Contemporary dilemmas of Israeli citizenship

We are here, they are there: Between peace and exclusion in Israel/Palestine

Conclusion: Implementing peace agreements

Conclusion: The State of the State

Introduction: Partition vs. power-sharing?

Introduction

Israeli society: Diversity, tensions, and governance

Policing multicultural states: Lessons from the Canadian model

Israeli society: Diversity, tensions, and governance

Israel since 1980

Political economy: Liberalization and globalization

special issue: Nations and Nationalism

special issue: Citizenship Studies

The failure of the Middle East peace process? A comparative analysis of peace implementation in Israel/Palestine, Northern Ireland and South Africa
Boycotting for Sabbath: Religious consumerism as a political strategy

Protecting the Sabbath—Religious Consumerism and Public Policy

Virtuous Cycles, Vicious Cycles: Globalization and Peace Processes in Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland.

Virtuous Cycles, Vicious Cycles: Globalization and Peace Processes in Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland.

Dollar diplomacy: Globalization, identity change and peace in Israel

Markets and fences: Illusions of peace

Business and Peace: The Rise and Fall of the New Middle East
Ben-Porat, G., 2006, In: World Political Science. 1, 1

Global liberalism, local populism: peace and conflict in Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland
Ben-Porat, G., 2006, Syracuse, N.Y: Syracuse University Press. 302 p. (Syracuse studies on peace and conflict resolution)

Netanyahu's Second Coming: A Neoconservative Policy Paradigm?

Political culture, alternative politics and foreign policy: The case of Israel

Grounds for peace; territoriality and conflict resolution

Between power and hegemony; business communities in peace processes

A New Middle East? Globalization, Peace and the ‘Double Movement’

*Between Peace Dividends and Peace
Ben-Porat, G., 2005, In: Whitehead journal of diplomacy and international relations. 6, 2, p. 61-73

(Un)bounded soccer: Globalization and Localization of the Game in Israel
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